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S U M M AR Y

The Chaine Annamatique represents the last of the three
orogenic episodes that shook Indochina and forms most of
Vietnam's boundary with Laos, In south Vietnam the mountains which
have a ncrfch-south trend are formed of granites, gneisses and mica
schists and are inseparable from the anti-hercynian formations.
Iron ore, gold, lead, copper, t i n , wolfraun, bismuth and molybdenium
minerals are found.
Plans had been made in i960 to prospect for uranium but no
information is available on whether that work was ever done.
The only evidence of occurrences of nuclear raw materials is
that titaniferous sands occur in several coastal regions and that
uranium was once listed as having been produced in Forth Vietnam.
Although the geology of Vietnam i s not very conducive to the
formation and preservation of uranium deposits i t i s possible that
because of the granite terrain and presence of other metalliferous
minerals, the Speculative Potential should be stated as in
category 2 i . e . from 1,000 to 10,000 tonnes uranium.

A.

INTRODUCTION AMD GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

Vietnam is the name which came into western
126,000 sq mi. of territory along the eastern
It stretches from the borders of China to the
ing former Cochin China, Annam and Tongking.
in 1954 3-ito Worth Vietnam and South Vietnam,
along the Ben Hai river at about latitude 17°

use in 1946 for about
part of Indochina.
Mekong delta, includVietnam was subdivided
separated by a border
N.

The country is long and narrow, having about 1,400 miles of
coastline but being only 25 to 125 miles wide. It has an area of
126,436 square miles (327,469 square kilometers). It is slightly
smaller than East and West Germany combined. Plat spots are rare.
The deltas of the Red River in the north and Mekong on the south
provide about the only cultivatable land. The coastal plain is
for the most part narrow to non-existant.
North Vietnam landforms consist of: (l) mountains of igneous
rocks aligned north-west-southeast, often bare and traversed by
incised rivers with steep profiles; (2) south of the Red river
massive limestone and crystalline rocks forming broken mountains,
and poor, little-traversed country like Yunnan (3) farther south,
part of the Chaine Annamitique reaching 8,000 ft and close to the
sea, which presents a major obstacle to overland contact between
the coast and the Laotian Mekong; (4) small coastal plains built
by short torrential streams and lined seaward by dunes. Alluvial
plains of the Ma, Chu, Ca, and Giang rivers are fertile and, intensely
farmed though isolated from one another by eroded, unpeopled hills;
and (5) enclosed by steep edges of the above features, the alluvial
Red delta lowland adjoining the broad Gulf of Tongking. The Red
river has a very irregular regime. Its distributaries tend to
raise their beds by sedimentation and then break their levees,
flooding the countryside. The distributaries divide from Hanoi,
the westernmost carrying the greatest discharge. The northern
delta is built by several short rivers from South China whose
mouths silt more slowly than the Red river.
The landforms of South Vietnam consist of: the central massif,
an igneous cap to an extension of the Chaine Annamitique, forming
a broad plateau tilting down to the west; enclosed isolated coastal
plains; and the outer Mekong delta.
Lying wholly within the tropics, all Vietnam lowlands enjoy
warm, inoist, frost-free weather, permitting as many as three crops
a year in parts of Tongking. The country's high hinterland a?id
location well in the Asian continent expose its plains to cool,
dry winters with northeasterlies prevailing and bringing cool rains
to the coastal plains. In summer southwesterlies bring equatorial
rains, particularly near the Mekong delta, and cause droughts in
the hill-girt coastal plains of Annam.
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Damaging typhoons sweep in from the east irregularly between July
and November, bringing torrential rainso Such rains and the smallness of most Vietnam drainage basins induce catastrophic fluctuations
of river levels» At Hanoi the Red river has levels of about 27 ft
from June to October and less than 9 ft from January to May. The
Mekong, less erratic by reason of its great 'length, regularly
inundates South Vietnam with 15 ft of water, to which the whole
technique of wet farming has to be adjusted.
Mineral production is negligible, though there are important
phosphate deposits on the Parace1 Islands, Saigon is the focus of
communications. It is linked by rail and river to Phnom Penh and
by rail along the coast to Hue. Air services connect Saigon to
Phnom Penh, Vientiane, Bangkok, Singapore and Hong Kongo
Saigon
is the main port and handles transit trade for Laos and Cambodia.
B.

GEOLOGY OF VIETNAM, IN RELATION TO.. POTENTIALLY.
FAVOURABLE. URANITO. BEARING. AREAS

The Chaine Annamatique (Annamese Cordillera) form most of the
country's boundary with Laos,, The Chaine Annamatique forms a
backbone to the south half of the. country trending in a clockwise
arc. In the north there is a tangle of ranges being the end of
Himalayan structures»
The Chaines Annamatique represent the last of the three
orogenic episodes that shook Indochina. Intrusive and pyroclastics
cut Mesozoic and Paleozoic sediments of largely marine and paludal
environments. These latter are metamorphosed to varying extents.
South Vietnam may be regarded geologically as consisting of;
(a)

A chain of mountains (cordillera) with an approximate
North-South direction, where granites of various ages
predominate; granites, gneisses and mica, schists etc.
inseparable from the ante—hercynian formations with or
without granites; and recent basalts mainly of Pliocene
age. In it can be found coal, iron ore, gold, lead,
copper, tin, wolfram, bismuth and molybdenum minerals.
The most marked indications of the presence of minerals
.is in the granites, gneisses and mica-schists of the
provinces of Quang Nam and Quang Ngai where the mountains are bounded by narrow coastal plains formed by
deposition at the mouths of water courses.

(b)
;

A delta, of sedimentary rocks of quarternary formation
which forms the southern part of Vietnam.. Indications
of mineralization here are few except for the possibility
of the occurrence of oil deposits similar to those which
are found in Burma and Indonesia.
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PAST E&PLpRATION

No systematic exploration for uranium or other nuclear raw
materials has been carried out in Vietnam as far as is known. A
vigorous prospecting compaign was planned to be put into effect
in I96I and it was proposed to spend 50 million piastres on this
programme. This prospecting programme was to have been aimed at
the discovery of all minerals but was proposed to give special
attention to the search for uranium. There was little private
interest in prospecting for minerals in Vietnam and hence the
responsibility for prospecting rested almost exclusively with the
Bureau of Mines.
The search for uranium was to have been directed to the belt
of granite-sedimentary rocks fringing the central and northern
part of the coast of Vietnam and a start was to have been made, in
the region of Tourane-Nongsan.
The proposal was for a survey
using car-borne scintillometric equipment followed up where
necessary by surveys on foot. No aerial surveys were planned
because of their cost and the shortage of technical assistance,
but in any case aerial surveying in such rugged terrain as is
suitable for occurrences of uranium would be likely to present
great difficulties.
Ho information is available on whether this prospecting
campaign was ever carried out.
D.

URANIUM OCCURRENCES AND RESOURCES

Deposits of titaniferous sands are found in the coastal regions
of Nha-Trang. Little testing of these deposits has as yet been
carried out and nothing has been done to establish the monazite
content of the deposit or of the contained throium in monazite.
Nothing specific was found. However, Smith [6] mentions •uranium as the last of a list of minerals produced in North Vietnam.
No further mention is made in his report of where or from what.
It seems probable that production is from placers of U/Th in the
delta of the Red River. Such deposits are probable in the delta
of the Mekong also.
E.

PRESENT. .STATUS OF EXPLORATION

•

No information is available on this subject.
P.

POTENTIAL FOR NEW DISCOVERIES

The geology of Vietnam is not regarded as being too conducive
to the formation and preservation of uranium deposits. Because of
high rainfall, it is not expected that surface evidence of uranium
deposits of a solution type nor discordant types would be preserved.
Deposits may exist in the interior in veins, stocks or
contact deposits associated with the metamorphics.

-4 There is some poor evidence that uranium was once produced
but this may have been from placer deposits of uranium - thorium
refractory minerals.
Because of the granitic terrain and the minor occurrence
of many other minerals in i t , i t is possible that the Speculative
Jfe^LgJ^tial should be stated in category 2, i . e . from 1000 to
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